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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a surface acoustic wave

device in which the loss in a pass band is low with excellent power

resistance performance, the reflection coefficient at a block band is

high, the attenuation at an attenuation band toward a lower frequency

of the pass band is improved more than that at the pass band and the

attenuation at an attenuation band toward a higher frequency of the

pass band is improved more than that at the pass band.

SOLUTION: A multi-electrode longitudinal coupling dual mode SAW
resonator filter 23 having at least 5 interdigital transducers(IDTs) 25-

29 is formed on a piezoelectric substrate 22 made of a 36° Y-cut X
propagation LiTa03. The surface acoustic wave device 21 is

configured by connecting a parallel arm resonator 24 between a

ground potential point and a connection point 34 between an input

terminal 33 and the input IDTs 25, 27, 29 so that the resonance

frequency is located to a frequency area toward the lower frequency than the frequency of the pass band of

a SAW resonator filter 23.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3 .In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim (s)]

[Claim 1] The surface wave substrate which has a piezo-electric substrate or a piezo-electric thin film, The reflector of

the pair arranged at the surface wave propagation direction both sides of the field in which five or more
INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA and said INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA currently formed so that said

piezo-electric substrate top or said piezo-electric thin film may be touched are prepared It does not have the many
electrode type length joint duplex mode SAW resonator filter which it has, and a reflector. And it has the juxtaposition

arm resonator which consists of a 1 terminal-pair SAW resonator by which parallel connection was carried out to said

SAW resonator filter so that resonance frequency might be located in a low frequency side rather than the passband of

said SAW resonator filter. Surface acoustic wave equipment with which an input side edge child is characterized by
being the node of said SAW resonator filter and said juxtaposition arm resonator.

[Claim 2] Said many electrode type length joint duplex mode SAW resonator filter Have five or more
INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA [ odd ] and INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA of this odd number
individual is made into input-side INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA or output side

INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA by turns along the surface-wave propagation direction. A number containing

two INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA nearest to the reflector of said pair of the electrode finger of input-side

INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA of total Surface acoustic wave equipment according to claim 1 by which it is

made [ more ] than total of the number of the electrode fingers of output side INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA,
and said juxtaposition arm resonator is connected to said input-side INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA.
[Claim 3] said piezo-electric substrate — 36 degreeY cut X propagation LiTa03 a substrate constitutes — having — ****

and the ratio of the width of face w of the electrode finger of said INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA, and the

wavelength lambda of a surface wave — surface acoustic wave equipment according to claim 2 with which w/lambda is

set to w/lambda <=0.32.

[Claim 4] Surface acoustic wave equipment according to claim 2 further equipped with at least one serial arm resonator
which consists of 1 terminal-pair SAW resonators connected so that it might connect with said output side

INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA and the antiresonant frequency might consist of a passband of said SAW
resonator filter a high-frequency side.

[Claim 5] The surface wave substrate which has a piezo-electric substrate or a piezo-electric thin film, The reflector
arranged at the surface wave propagation direction both sides of the field in which five or more
INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA [ odd ] and this INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA which are formed so
that said piezo-electric substrate top or said piezo-electric thin film may be touched are prepared It does not have the
many electrode type length joint duplex mode SAW resonator filter which it has, and a reflector. And the 1st

juxtaposition arm resonator which consists of a 1 terminal-pair SAW resonator by which parallel connection was
carried out to the SAW resonator filter so that resonance frequency might be located in the frequency domain by the
side of low frequency rather than the passband of said SAW resonator filter, It has at least one serial arm resonator
which consists of 1 terminal-pair SAW resonators connected so that it might connect with said output side
INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA and the antiresonant frequency might consist of a passband of said SAW
resonator filter a high-frequency side. In said SAW resonator filter, a number containing two
INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA nearest to the reflector of a pair of the electrode finger of input-side
INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA of total It is made [ more ] than total of the number of the electrode fingers of
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output side INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA. And said 1st juxtaposition arm resonator is connected to said
input-side INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA. And it sets to the manufacture approach of surface acoustic wave
equipment that the 2nd juxtaposition arm resonator is connected so that the resonance frequency may become said
output side INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA from the antiresonant frequency of said serial arm resonator a high-
frequency side. The manufacture approach of the surface acoustic wave equipment characterized by connecting said at

least one serial arm resonator after connecting said 2nd juxtaposition arm resonator.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.
2.**** shows the word which can not be translated,

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to amelioration of the surface acoustic wave equipment especially
constituted using the many electrode type length joint duplex mode SAW resonator filter about the surface acoustic
wave equipment used as a band-pass filter.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] In various communication equipment, such as a mobile transmitter, surface acoustic wave
equipment is used abundantly as a band-pass filter. By the way, with the surface acoustic wave equipment used as a
band-pass filter in the receiving side of the antenna top of a cellular phone, it is low loss and it is called for that the
magnitude of attenuation outside a passband is large.

[0003] Then, the surface acoustic wave equipment with which expansion of the magnitude of attenuation in an
inhibition zone is achieved by the reduction list of VSWR in low-loss-izing and a passband (standing-wave ratio) is

indicated by JP,6-97525 tA-

[0004] The electrode structure of surface acoustic wave equipment given in this advanced technology is shown in

drawing 1 . The 3 electrode mold SAW resonator filter 1, the serial arm resonator 2, and the juxtaposition arm
resonator 3 consist of this surface acoustic wave equipment on the piezo-electric substrate.

[0005] The SAW resonator filter 1 has three INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA (following, IDT) 4-6 to a central
field. IDT 4-6 consists of comb mold electrodes 4a, 4b, 5a, 5b, 6a, and 6b of a pair, respectively. Reflectors 7 and 8 are
arranged at the surface wave propagation direction both sides of the field in which IDT 4-6 is formed. Moreover, it is

IDT 4 and 6, while it goes away, and common connection of the mold electrodes 4a and 6a is made, and they are
connected at the node 9. The serial arm resonator 2 is connected between this node 9 and an input terminal 10. The
serial arm resonator 2 has the structure which has arranged reflectors 12 and 13 on both sides of IDT11.
[0006] Moreover, it is an output side IDT5, while it goes away and mold electrode 5a is connected at the node 14. The
node 14 is connected to the output terminal 15. Moreover, the juxtaposition arm resonator 3 is connected between a
node 14 and ground potential. The juxtaposition arm resonator 3 has the reflectors 17 and 18 arranged at the both sides
of IDT16and IDT 16.

[0007] It goes away SAW resonator filter 1, and the mold electrodes 4b, 5b, and 6b are connected to ground potential,
respectively. Moreover, this serial arm resonator 2 is connected so that the resonance frequency of the above-mentioned
serial arm resonator 2 may be located in the passband of the SAW resonator filter 1, and parallel connection of this
juxtaposition arm resonator 3 is carried out so that the antiresonant frequency of the juxtaposition arm resonator 3 may
be located in the passband of the SAW resonator filter 1

.

[0008] With the above-mentioned surface acoustic wave equipment, namely, the inside of three IDT(s) 4-6 of the 3
electrode type length joint duplex mode SAW resonator filter 1, By carrying out series connection of the serial arm
resonator 2 to outside IDT 4 and 6 so that resonance frequency may be located in the passband of the SAW resonator
filter 1 With the impedance-frequency characteristics of this serial arm resonator, reduction of VSWR by the side of
IDT4 of the outside of the SAW resonator filter 1 and 6 is achieved, and the magnitude of attenuation especially in the
decay area by the side of high frequency outside a passband is expanded. Moreover, expansion of the magnitude of
attenuation especially in the decay area by the side of low frequency is achieved by the reduction list of VSWR by the
side of IDT5 of the center of the SAW resonator filter 1 passband outside with the impedance-frequency characteristics
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of this juxtaposition arm resonator 3 by carrying out parallel connection of the above-mentioned juxtaposition arm
resonator 3 to IDT5 of the center of the above-mentioned SAW resonator filter so that the antiresonant frequency may
be located in the passband of the SAW resonator filter 1.

[0009]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] With the surface acoustic wave equipment mentioned above, expansion of
the magnitude of attenuation in the decay area outside a passband is achieved by the reduction list of loss by connecting
the serial arm resonator 2 and the juxtaposition arm resonator 3 to the 3 electrode type length joint duplex mode SAW
resonator filter 1 as mentioned above.

[0010] On the other hand, at the antenna top of a cellular phone etc., the big power from a transmitting side is

impressed to the inhibition zone (passband of a transmitting side) of the receiving-side <Rx side) filter. When targe
power was not able to be borne from a transmitting side when the above-mentioned surface acoustic wave equipment is

used, for example, the power which is 2W was impressed as such a receiving-side filter, there was a problem of
destroying in an instant.

[001 !] Moreover, in using the above-mentioned surface acoustic wave equipment as a receiving-side filter of the
antenna top for cellular phones, it has connected with the transmitting-side filter which sets up so that the impedance of
an inhibition zone may be opened using a stripline etc., for example, consists of a filter using a dielectric resonator, or
an SAW filter. However, although it was desired for the reflection coefficient of the receiving-side filter in the
passband of a transmitting side to be large in order to have controlled loss of a transmitting side in this case, with the
above-mentioned surface acoustic wave equipment, the reflection coefficient in the passband of a transmitting side
could not fully be raised.

[0012] In addition, the magnitude of attenuation in the decay area by the side of high frequency is not more enough
than a passband as a general description of a SAW resonator filter, therefore expansion of the magnitude of attenuation
in the decay area by the side of high frequency is called for strongly.

[0013] This invention cancels the fault of the conventional surface acoustic wave equipment mentioned above, is low
loss, and it not only can expand the magnitude of attenuation in the decay area by the side of low frequency rather than
a passband, but is excellent in power-proof nature, and it aims at offering the surface acoustic wave equipment to which
the magnitude of attenuation of the decay area by the side of high frequency is further expanded rather than the
passband.

[0014]

[The means for solving a technical problem and an effect of the invention] Accomplish this invention in order to attain
the above-mentioned technical problem, and according to the large aspect of affairs of this invention The surface wave
substrate which has a piezo-electric substrate or a piezo-electric thin film, It does not have the many electrode type
length joint duplex mode SAW resonator filter which has the reflector of the pair arranged at the surface wave
propagation direction both sides of the field in which five or more IDT(s) currently formed so that said piezo-electric
substrate top or said piezo-electric thin film may be touched, and said IDT are prepared, and a reflector. And it has the
juxtaposition arm resonator which consists of a 1 terminal-pair SAW resonator by which parallel connection was
carried out to said SAW resonator filter so that resonance frequency might be located in a low frequency side rather
than the passband of said SAW resonator filter. The surface acoustic wave equipment with which an input side edge
child is characterized by being the node of said SAW resonator filter and said juxtaposition arm resonator is offered.
[0015] Since parallel connection of the above-mentioned juxtaposition arm resonator is carried out to the many
electrode type length joint duplex mode SAW resonator filter by the above-mentioned relation according to this
invention, the power impressed from an input terminal will be distributed by a SAW resonator filter and the
juxtaposition arm resonator, and power-proof nature is effectively raised by it.

[0016] Moreover, since the above-mentioned juxtaposition arm resonator is prepared so that the resonance frequency
may be located in the field by the side of low frequency rather than the passband of a SAW resonator filter, the
magnitude of attenuation in the decay area by the side of the low frequency of a passband is raised. In addition, the
reflection coefficient in an inhibition zone is also raised so that clearly from explanation of the below-mentioned
operation gestalt.

[0017] Moreover, on the specific aspect of affairs of this invention, the above-mentioned many electrode type length
joint duplex mode SAW resonator filter has five or more IDT(s) [ odd ], and let IDT of this odd number individual by
turns be an input side IDT or an output side IDT along the surface wave propagation direction. In this case, let two IDT
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(s) nearest to the reflector of the above-mentioned pair be input sides IDT. Moreover, a number containing two IDT(s)
nearest to the reflector of this pair of the electrode finger of an input side IDT of total is made I more ] than total of the
number of the electrode fingers of an output side IDT, and the above-mentioned juxtaposition arm resonator is
connected to the input side IDT.

[0018] With the surface acoustic wave equipment offered according to this specific aspect of affairs In the operation
effectiveness of the surface acoustic wave equipment offered according to the large aspect of affairs of above-
mentioned this invention, in addition, since the number of input sides IDT increases more than the number of output
sides IDT, Namely, since the input side IDT and the output side IDT are arranged by turns along the surface wave
propagation direction so that two IDT(s) nearest to the reflector of a pair may serve as an input side IDT, The electrode
finger gross area of IDT of the side to which power is impressed becomes large, therefore the power-proof nature in an
input side edge child's inhibition zone can be raised further.

[0019] moreover - the still more specific aspect of affairs of this invention - as a piezo-electric substrate « 36 degreeY
cut X propagation LiTa03 a substrate uses - having - the ratio of the width of face w of the electrode finger of IDT,
and the wavelength lambda of a surface wave - w/lambda is set to w/lambda <=0.32. In this case, 36 degreeY cut X
propagation LiTa03 with a large and electromechanical coupling coefficient and the temperature characteristic good as
a piezo-electric substrate Since the substrate is used, the temperature characteristic can offer easily the surface acoustic
wave equipment which has sufficient bandwidth good. In addition, since the ratio of the width of face w of the
electrode finger of IDT and the wavelength lambda of a surface wave is made or less into 0.32 as mentioned above, In
the configuration which constituted five or more IDT(s) [ odd ] so that clearly from explanation of the below-
mentioned operation gestalt A large number can come out relatively, the electrode finger gross area of a certain input
side IDT can be relatively enlarged further compared with the electrode finger gross area of an output side IDT, and it

can raise power-proof nature further.

[0020] In this invention, at least one serial arm resonator which consists of 1 terminal-pair SAW resonators so that
antiresonant frequency may consist of a passband of a SAW resonator filter a high-frequency side is connected to an
output side IDT in the configuration which has five or more EDT(s) [ odd ] preferably offered according to the specific
aspect of affairs of above-mentioned this invention. With the configuration which connected at least one serial arm
resonator further, the magnitude of attenuation in the decay area by the side of high frequency may be effectively
increased rather than a passband, without spoiling not only the reflection coefficient in power-proof nature and an
inhibition zone but a phase.

[0021] Moreover, the surface wave substrate which has a piezo-electric substrate or a piezo-electric thin film on
another aspect of affairs of this invention, The reflector arranged at the surface wave propagation direction both sides
of the field in which five or more INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA [ odd ] and this

INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA which are formed so that said piezo-electric substrate top or said piezo-electric
thin film may be touched are prepared It does not have the many electrode type length joint duplex mode SAW
resonator filter which it has, and a reflector. And the 1st juxtaposition arm resonator which consists of a 1 terminal-pairSAW resonator by which. parallel connection was carried out to the SAW resonator filter so that resonance frequency
might be located in the frequency domain by the side of low frequency rather than the passband of said SAW resonator
filter, It has at least one serial arm resonator which consists of 1 terminal-pair SAW resonators connected so that it

might connect with said output side INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA and the antiresonant frequency might
consist of a passband of said SAW resonator filter a high-frequency side. In said SAW resonator filter, a number
containing two INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA nearest to the reflector of a pair of the electrode finger of input-
side INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA of total It is made [ more ] than total of the number of the electrode fingers
of output side INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA. And said 1st juxtaposition arm resonator is connected to said
input-side INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA. And it sets to the manufacture approach of surface acoustic wave
equipment that the 2nd juxtaposition arm resonator is connected so that the resonance frequency may become said
output side INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA from the antiresonant frequency of said serial arm resonator a high-
frequency side. After connecting said 2nd juxtaposition arm resonator, the manufacture approach of the surface
acoustic wave equipment characterized by connecting said at least one serial arm resonator is offered According to this
manufacture approach, in addition to the operation effectiveness of the surface acoustic wave equipment of this
invention mentioned above, the magnitude of attenuation is further expandable to a high-frequency side over a lareer
frequency range from a passband. 6
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[0022]

[Embodiment of the Invention] This invention is clarified by explaining the operation gestalt [ un-limit ] of this
invention hereafter.

[0023] The 1st operation gestalt drawing 2 is the schematic-drawing-top view of the surface acoustic wave equipment
concerning the 1st operation gestalt of this invention.

[0024] Surface acoustic wave equipment 21 is constituted using the piezo-electric substrate 22. The piezo-electric
substrate 22 is the 36 degreeY cut X propagation LiTa03. It consists of a substrate. The many electrode type length
joint duplex mode SAW resonator filter 23 and the juxtaposition arm resonator 24 are constituted by forming the
below-mentioned various electrodes on the piezo-electric substrate 22.

[0025] That is, five IDT{s) 25-29 are arranged along the surface wave propagation direction in the SAW resonator filter

23 on the piezo-electric substrate 22. IDT 25, 27, and 29 is an input side IDT among IDT(s) 25-29, and IDT 26 and 28
is an output side IDT. Each IDT 25-29 has the comb mold electrodes 25a, 25b-29a of a pair, and 29b, respectively.
Reflectors 30 and 31 are formed in the surface wave propagation direction outside of the field in which IDT 25-29 is

formed. Reflectors 30 and 31 are constituted by the grating reflector which has two or more electrode fingers.
[0026] Moreover, the juxtaposition arm resonator 24 is constituted by the 1 terminal-pair SAW resonator, and has the
configuration which comes to connect five IDT(s) 32a-32d with a serial. Each IDT{s) 32a-32d are constituted by the
comb mold electrode of the pair which has two or more electrode fingers put mutually in between, respectively.
Moreover, all the logarithms of IDT(s) [ 32a-32d ] opening length and an electrode finger are made the same.
[0027] the resonance frequency is a low frequency side, and the juxtaposition arm resonator 24 consists of a passband
of the SAW resonator filter 23 a high-frequency side rather than an inhibition zone especially ~ as - an input side
IDT25 - it goes away 29 and connects with the mold electrodes 25 a and 29a electrically. That is, while the 1st comb
mold electrode 25a, 27a, and 29a of the input side 25, 27, and IDT 29 of the SAW resonator filter 23 is connected at the
node 34 connected to the input terminal 33, the juxtaposition arm resonator 24 is connected at this node 34, The
terminal of the opposite side of the juxtaposition arm resonator 24 is connected to ground potential. Moreover, the 2nd
comb mold electrode 25b, 27b, and 29b of the input side 25, 27, and IDT 29 of the SAW resonator filter 23 is also
connected to ground potential.

[0028] Moreover, common connection of the 1st comb mold electrode 26a and 28a of an output side 26 and IDT 28 is

made, and it is connected to the output terminal 35. The 2nd comb mold electrode 26b and 28b of IDT 26 and 28 is

connected to ground potential, respectively.

[0029] The magnitude-of-attenuation frequency characteristics of the above-mentioned SAW resonator filter 23 are
shown in drawing 4 . In addition, in drawing 4 , the property shown as a continuous line B is a property which
expanded the insertion loss of an axis of ordinate to the scale on the right-hand side of an axis of ordinate, and showed
the important section of the property shown as a continuous line A.
[0030] Moreover, the impedance Smith chart of the above-mentioned SAW resonator filter 23 is shown in drawing 5
(a) and (b). In addition, drawing 5 (a) is the property as which drawing 5 (b) regarded the property seen from the
terminal by the side of IDT 25 and 27 and 29 from the terminal by the side of IDT26 and 28. In addition, the passband
of the above-mentioned SAW resonator filter 23 is 935-960MHz, and the inhibition zone by the side of low frequencv
is 890-91 5MHz.
[0031] Although the juxtaposition arm resonator 24 is connected to the above-mentioned SAW resonator filter 23 as
mentioned above with the surface acoustic wave equipment 21 of this operation gestalt as mentioned above, the
magmtude-of-attenuation frequency characteristics of passband inside and outside as the whole are shown in drawing
6 .

In addition, in drawing 6 , a continuous line D is the property which expanded the insertion loss of an axis of
ordinate on the scale on the right-hand side of an axis of ordinate, and showed the important section of the property
shown as the continuous line C
[0032] In the property shown in drawing 6 so that clearly, if drawing 4 was compared with drawing 6 , it turns out that
the magnitude of attenuation is large near the passband in the field by the side of low frequency rather than the
passband. That is, according to this operation gestalt, by connecting the above-mentioned juxtaposition arm resonator
24 to the SAW resonator filter 23 as mentioned above shows that the magnitude of attenuation is especially raised for
he magnitude of attenuation in the low frequency side field outside a passband effectively in the high-frequency side
field in the above-mentioned inhibition zone.
[0033] Moreover, dniwmgj (a) and (b) show the impedance Smith chart of the surface acoustic wave equipment 21 of
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this operation gestalt, and (a) shows the property as which (b) regarded the property seen from the input terminal from
the output terminal. If the property shown in drawing 5 (a) is compared with the property shown in drawing 7 (a), it

turns out that the reflection coefficient [ in / in the direction of the property shown in drawing 7 (a) / an inhibition zone,
i.e., the passband of the other party, ] is large.

[0034] In addition, with the surface acoustic wave equipment 21 of this operation gestalt, not only IDT 25, 27, and 29
but IDT(s) 32a-32d which constitute the juxtaposition arm resonator 24 are connected to the input terminal 33.
Therefore, it turns out that the electrode finger gross area of IDT connected to the input side edge child becomes large
to the electrode finger gross area of IDT 5 and 16 in the conventional surface acoustic wave equipment shown in
drawing 1 .

[0035] That is, with this operation gestalt, since the above-mentioned juxtaposition arm resonator 24 is connected to the
SAW. resonator filter 23 by the above-mentioned relation, in the decay area outside a passband, especially the decay
area by the side of low frequency, the magnitude of attenuation is expandable. In addition, since the reflection
coefficient in an inhibition zone may be made high when it uses as a receiving-side filter, for example in the antenna
top of a cellular phone, the loss in the passband of a transmitting side can be controlled effectively.

[003(5] Moreover, since the above-mentioned juxtaposition arm resonator 24 was connected, as it mentioned above,
since the power impressed from the input terminal is distributed by the SAW resonator filter 23 and the juxtaposition
arm resonator 24, power-proof nature is raised.

[0037] By the way, mechanical stress occurs in the electrode of IDT and the destruction at the time of supplying large
power to surface acoustic wave equipment is considered that the atom in the electrode which constitutes IDT is because
migration starts, when exciting a surface wave.
[0038] DrawingJ is drawing showing the width of face w of the above-mentioned electrode finger in IDT, the
wavelength lambda of a surface wave, and relation with the decussation width of face t. With reference to drawing 3 ,

the further conditions which can raise power-proof nature are explained.

[0039] For example, with the conventional 3 electrode type length joint duplex mode SAW resonator filter shown in
drawing,!

,
in order to attain broadband-ization, when the number of the electrode finger of IDT is reduced, in order to

set the impedance of I/O to 50 ohms, decussation width of face t of IDT needed to be enlarged, or width of face w of
the electrode finger of IDT needed to be enlarged. Therefore, in order to reduce the resistance loss in IDT
conventionally, the above-mentioned decussation width of face t was made small, and width of face w of an electrode
finger was made thick to 0.35 or more times of wavelength lambda.
[0040] on the other hand - since five IDT(s) of IDT 25-29 are prepared with the surface acoustic wave equipment 21
of this operation gestalt, even if it is the case where it considers as the same decussation width of face as the case where
it is a 3 electrode mold SAW resonator filter - every - width of face of the electrode finger in IDT 25-29 can be made
thinner than the width of face of the electrode finger in IDT of a 3 electrode mold SAW resonator filter, and an I/O
impedance can be considered as 50-ohm pure resistance.

[0041] The invention-in-this-application person changed the number of IDT(s), and investigated the relation of the
width of face w of an electrode finger and the decussation width of face t from which an I/O impedance serves as 50-
ohm pure resistance. Consequently, the result shown in drawing 8 was obtained. In addition, in the relation shown in
drawing 8 ,

on the basis of the case where the fractional band width in t/lambda =0.25 is as fixed as 4%, fractional band
width is asked for the above-mentioned relation as it is fixed.

[0042] In addition, continuous -line E-H of drawing^ is [ - The relation in the case of 9 electrode molds is shown J a
continuous line E. respectively. - They are 3 electrode molds and a continuous line F. - They are 5 electrode molds
and a continuous line G. - They are 7 electrode molds and a continuous line H. clear from drawing 8 - as - the
decussation width of face t - case it is the same - (i.e., a ratio) case t/lambda is equal - 3 electrode molds - setting -- a
ratio - a more considerable configuration than w/lambda =0.35 - 5 electrode molds » a ratio - it turns out that it can
realize less than [ w/lambda =0.1 5 ]. That is, in order to attain broadband-ization, when the number of the electrode
finger m IDT is reduced, in order to make the impedance during I/O into a predetermined value, with this operation
gestalt, it turns out that there is no need of making width of face of an electrode finger thick.
[0043] On the other hand, it turns out that the lifetime which results in a short circuit by inter-electrode migration
becomes so long that spacing of the signal line and earth wire in IDT is large. Therefore, with this operation gestaltwhen the wavelength lambda of IDT becomes short by RF-ization, since width of face w of an electrode finger can benarrowed as mentioned above, it turns out that power-proof nature can be raised effectively.
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[0044] As mentioned above, with this operation gestalt, it not only can raise power-proof nature by the ability making
thin width of face w of an electrode finger as mentioned above, but Since the input side IDT is made [ many ]
compared with three IDT{s) 25, 27, and 29 and IDT 26 and 28 of an output side and IDT(s) 32a-32d of the above-
mentioned juxtaposition arm resonator 24 are formed further, Since the gross area of the electrode of near IDT with
which power is impressed can be made larger than the gross area of the electrode of an output side IDT, it can also raise
effectively the power-proof nature in an input side edge child's inhibition zone.
[0045] Although the surface acoustic wave equipment 21 of the operation gestalt of the modification 1st of the 1st
operation gestalt was constituted as mentioned above, preferably, the ratio of the width of face w of an electrode finger
and the wavelength lambda of a surface wave in IDT 25-29 of the SAW resonator filter 23 of the above-mentioned
surface acoustic wave equipment is set to w/lambda <=0.32, and power-proof nature is further raised by it. That is, if
electrode finger decussation width of face of IDT in a SAW resonator filter is made small, since an electrode surface
product becomes small, power-proof nature will deteriorate. Then, it investigated how total of the electrode finger area
of IDT which influences power-proof nature would change with the number of the width of face w and IDT of the
electrode finger in the electrode configuration which has various numbers of IDT(s). the case where IDT(s) of drawing
9 - drawing 1 1 are five pieces, seven pieces, and nine pieces, respectively - the ratio of the decussation width of face t

of an electrode finger, and wavelength lambda the value which spent the number n of the electrode finger of an input
side 25, 27, and IDT 29 on t/lambda, and a ratio - it is drawing showing relation with w/lambda. The product of the
number n of the decussation width of face t and an electrode finger shows the amount equivalent to the electrode
surface product of IDT here, and the total numbers of the electrode finger of the input side IDT in case IDT(s) are five
pieces, seven pieces, and nine pieces are n5 =91, n7 =136, and n9 =195, respectively.

[0046] Moreover, with the surface acoustic wave equipment using three conventional IDT(s), as mentioned above,
width of face w of an electrode finger was made into 0.35 or more times of wavelength lambda. Then, in drawing 9 -

drawing 1 1 ,
for the comparison, - mark was attached and the value of txn/lambda in the conventional 3 electrode mold

surface acoustic wave equipment in w/lambda =0.35 was shown collectively.

[0047] With the configuration using five or more IDT(s), txn/lambda whose width of face w of an electrode is an
amount equivalent to area as the number of IDT(s) increases in a fixed case is large, and the amount of the case where
five IDT(s) are used is the smallest so that clearly from drawing 9 - drawing 11 .

[0048] therefore, the case where five or more IDT(s) are used as shown in drawing 9 - drawing 1

1

- a ratio - it turns
out that 0.32 or less [ then ] and the electrode gross area of an input side IDT can be enlarged for w/lambda, and power-
proof nature can be raised further.

[0049] The 2nd operation gestalt drawing 12 is a schematic-drawing-top view for explaining the surface acoustic wave
equipment concerning the 2nd operation gestalt of this invention. For surface acoustic wave equipment 41, it is

constituted using the piezo-electric substrate 42, and the piezo-electric substrate 42 is the 36 degreeY cut X propagation
LiTa03« It consists of a substrate. The many electrode type length joint SAW resonator filter 43, the juxtaposition arm
resonator 44, and the serial arm resonator 60 are constituted by forming the below-mentioned various electrodes on the
piezo-electric substrate 42.

[0050] The SAW resonator filter 43 and the juxtaposition arm resonator 44 are constituted like the SAW resonator filter
23 and the juxtaposition arm resonator 24 concerning the 1st operation gestalt. Therefore, about the same part, the
detailed explanation is omitted by ****** which attaches the same reference number.
[0051] The place where this operation gestalt differs from the 1st operation gestalt is to connect the serial arm resonator
60 to the output side of the SAW resonator filter 43. That is, the serial arm resonator 60 has the reflectors 62 and 63
which consist of a grating reflector arranged on the surface-wave propagation direction outside of IDT61 and IDT61
arranged in the center. IDT61 has the comb mold electrodes 61a and 61b of the pair which has two or more electrode
fingers put mutually in between. It is the output side 26 and IDT 28 of the SAW resonator filter 43, while it goes away
and common connection of the mold electrodes 26a and 28a is made, they go away serial arm resonator 60, and are
connected to mold electrode 61a.

[0052] Therefore with the surface acoustic wave equipment 41 concerning the 2nd operation gestalt, the input side 25,
27, and IDT 29 of the SAW resonator filter 43 is connected with the juxtaposition arm resonator 44 at the node 34
connected to the input terminal 33. On the other hand, the output side 26 and IDT 28 is connected to the output

n
thr°ugh the serial arm resonator 60. In addition, the passband of the SAW resonator filter 43 is 935-

y60MHz like the case of the 1st operation gestalt, and an inhibition zone is 890-915MHz.
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[0053] The juxtaposition arm resonator 44 is connected to IDT 25, 27, and 29 so that the resonance frequency may
serve as a field by the side of low frequency from the above-mentioned inhibition zone rather than the field and
passband by the side of high frequency. Moreover, the serial arm resonator 60 is connected to IDT 26 and 28 so that the
antiresonant frequency may be located in the decay area by the side of high frequency rather than the passband of theSAW resonator filter 43.

[0054] The magnitude-of-attenuation frequency characteristics of passband inside and outside as the whole surface
acoustic wave equipment 41 of this operation gestalt are shown in drawing 13 . In addition, the continuous line J of
drawing_.13 is a property which the insertion loss of an axis of ordinate is expanded on the scale on the right-hand side
of an axis of ordinate, and shows the important section of the property shown as the continuous line I.

[0055] If the magnitude-of-attenuation frequency characteristics shown in drawing 13 are compared with drawing 6
which is the magnitude-of-attenuation frequency characteristics of the surface acoustic wave equipment of the 1st
operation gestalt, with the surface acoustic wave equipment 41 of this operation gestalt, it turns out that the magnitude
of attenuation is large also in the decay area by the side of high frequency rather than the passband so that clearly. That
is, it turns out the magnitude of attenuation in the frequency domain by the side of the high frequency of the area within
the above-mentioned inhibition is not only expanded, but that the magnitude of attenuation becomes large in the decay
area by the side of high frequency rather than a passband.

[0056] That is, with surface acoustic wave equipment 41, first, since the juxtaposition arm resonator 44 is connected to
the input side 25, 27, and IDT 29 so that the resonance frequency may serve as a frequency domain by the side of the
high frequency of an inhibition zone, the magnitude of attenuation in the frequency domain by the side of the low
frequency outside a passband, especially the frequency domain by the side of the high frequency of the area within
inhibition is expanded to the SAW resonator filter 43.

[0057] Moreover, the power impressed to an input terminal 16 will be distributed by the input side 25, 27, and IDT 29
and the juxtaposition arm resonator 44 of the SAW resonator filter 43, and power-proof nature is raised by connection
of the above-mentioned juxtaposition arm resonator 44. In addition, since five IDT(s) 25-29 are formed and the input
side IDT is constituted from the SAW resonator filter 43 by three IDT(s) 25, 27, and 29, By connecting the
juxtaposition arm resonator 44 which are many pairs and comes to cany out series connection of two or more steps of
IDT(s) to a list, since power is impressed to the input side IDT with many numbers of an electrode finger The gross
area of the electrode of IDT with which power is impressed is expanded, and the power-proof nature in an input side
edge child's inhibition zone is raised by it

[0058] In addition, expansion of the magnitude of attenuation in the decay area by the side of high frequency is also
achieved rather than a passband, without spoiling an input side edge child's power-proof nature and reflection
coefficient in an inhibition zone which were.mentioned above, since the above-mentioned serial arm resonator is

connected so that the antiresonant frequency may be located in the decay area by the side of high frequency rather than
the passband of the SAW resonator filter 43.

[0059] In addition, with this operation gestalt, although one serial arm resonator 60 was used, when you may connect
between the output terminal 35 arid the SAW resonator filter 43 and two or more serial arm resonators connect more
serial arm resonators, the magnitude of attenuation in the frequency domain by the side of high frequency can be
further expanded rather than a passband.
[0060] Moreover, in using surface acoustic wave equipment 41 as an antenna common machine of a cellular phone
with which a part of decay area by the side of low frequency turns into an inhibition zone (namely, passband of the
other party) from a passband, in order to raise the impedance of an inhibition zone, it is necessary to rotate the phase of
the impedance in an input terminal. Since a phase will turn conversely to the hand of cut of a phase when a serial arm
resonator is connected to an input terminal, the long phase machine of track length is needed. However, if the track
length of a phase machine is lengthened, the loss in a phase machine will become large, and the size of a phase machine
will also become large. On the other hand, with this operation gestalt, expansion of the magnitude of attenuation in the
decay area by the side of high frequency can be aimed at rather than a passband as mentioned above, without having
effect of the phase on the impedance in an input terminal 33, since the serial arm resonator 60 is connected to the
output side.

[0061] The 3rd operation gestalt drawing 15 is a schematic-drawing-top view for explaining the surface acoustic wave
equipment concerning the 3rd operation gestalt of this invention. For surface acoustic wave equipment 81 it is
constituted using the piezo-electric substrate 82, and the piezo-electric substrate 82 is the 36 degreeY cut X propagation
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LiTa03. It consists of a substrate.

[0062] The 5 electrode type length joint duplex mode SAW resonator filter 83, the juxtaposition arm resonator 84, the
serial arm resonator 85, and the 2nd juxtaposition arm resonator 86 are constituted by forming the various below-
mentioned electrodes on the piezo-electric substrate 82. But the SAW resonator filter 83 and the juxtaposition arm
resonator 84 are constituted like the SAW resonator filter 23 of the surface acoustic wave equipment 21 of the 1st
operation gestalt, and the juxtaposition arm resonator 24. Moreover, the serial arm resonator 85 is constituted like the
serial arm resonator 60 used with the surface acoustic wave equipment of the 2nd operation gestalt Therefore about
the same part, detailed explanation is omitted by ****** which attaches the same reference number.
[0063] The point that the surface acoustic wave equipment 81 of this operation gestalt differs from the surface acoustic
wave equipment 42 concerning the 2nd operation gestalt has the 2nd juxtaposition arm resonator 86 in connecting at
the node 87 further. That is, common connection of the output side 26 and IDT 28 of the SAW resonator 83 is made, it

connects at the node 88, and the 2nd juxtaposition arm resonator 86 is connected between the node 87 betwelen this

'

node 88 and the serial arm resonator 85, and ground potential*

[0064] The 2nd juxtaposition arm resonator 86 has the reflectors 90 and 91 formed in the surface wave propagation
direction both sides of IDT89 and IDT89 which consist of comb mold electrodes 89a and 89b of a pair.
[0065] Therefore, with surface acoustic wave equipment 81, the juxtaposition arm resonator 84 is connected between
the nodes 34 and ground potentials which are connected to an input terminal 33, and the SAW resonator filter 83 and
the serial arm resonator 85 are connected between the node 34 and the output terminal 35, and it has the configuration
to which the 2nd juxtaposition arm resonator 86 was further connected between the output side of a node 87 S3, i.e., a
SAW resonator filter, and ground potential.

[0066] In the above-mentioned configuration, like the case of the 1st operation gestalt, parallel connection of the
resonance frequency of the juxtaposition arm resonator 84 is carried out to the SAW resonator filter 83 so that it may
be located in a low frequency side rather than the passband of the SAW resonator filter 83, and resonance frequency
may be especially located in the high-frequency side of an inhibition zone also in the decay area by the side of low
frequency.

[0067] Moreover, like the case of the surface acoustic wave equipment 41 of the 2nd operation gestalt, the serial arm
resonator 85 is connected so that the antiresonant frequency may be located in the decay area by the side of high
frequency rather than the passband of the SAW resonator filter 83.

[0068] On the other hand, after constituting the 2nd juxtaposition arm resonator 86 so that the resonance frequency may
consist of antiresonant frequency of the serial arm resonator 85 a high-frequency side, and connecting the 2n<i
juxtaposition arm resonator 86, the serial arm resonator 85 is connected.
[0069] In addition, like the SAW resonator filters 23 and 43 which used the above-mentioned SAW resonator filter 83
with the 1st and 2nd operation gestalt, a passband is 935-960MHz and an inhibition zone is 890-915MHz.
[0070] The magnitude-of-attenuation frequency characteristics of the surface acoustic wave equipment 81 concerning
the 3rd operation gestalt are shown in drawing 16 . The continuous line L in drawing 16 is a property which the
insertion loss of an axis of ordinate is expanded on the scale on the right-hand side of an axis of ordinate, and shows the
important section of the property shown as the continuous line K. Moreover, drawing 17 (a) and (b) show the
impedance Smith chart of the terminal of the side containing IDT 25 and 29 of two outsides, and the terminal of the
opposite side, respectively.

[0071]
|

If d|^wiogJ6 is compared with drawing 13 which is the magnitude-of-attenuation frequency characteristics of
the 2nd operation gestalt, with the surface acoustic wave equipment 81 of this operation gestalt, the damping oroperty
in the frequency domain by the side of high frequency will be further improved rather than a passband so that clearly
That is, it turns out that the big magnitude of attenuation is secured from a passband over a larger frequency ranee in
the frequency domain by the side of high frequency. This is explained to a detail with reference to drawin/ie; -

drawing 2 1
6—

^

[0072] When dxawjngJ8 constitutes the surface acoustic wave equipment 81 shown in drawing 15 , the frequency
characteristics at the time of connecting the serial arm resonator 85 first and connecting the 2nd juxtaposition arm
resonator 86 after an appropriate time are shown, and drawing 19 (a) and (b) show the impedance Smith chart in that™^ f T'

m
f
raW1"S 18

:
a
L
contifUJOUS line N ^ a property which the insertion loss of an axis of ordinate isexpanded on the scale on the right-hand side of an axis of ordinate, and shows the important section of the propertyshown as the continuous line M. Moreover, drawing 19 (a) and (b) show the impedance Smith chart of the Terminal of
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the side containing IDT 25 and 29 of two outsides, and the terminal of the opposite side, respectively. If drawing 18 is
comoared with Hrawina 1 A it turnc /M»t #Ua* tVi» m**<™it*-»Aa ^ • *i * _ . « . *compared with drawing 16 ,

it turns out that the magnitude of attenuation in the decay area by the side of
frequency is small rather than the passband so that clearly.

[0073] Moreover, drawing 20 shows the magnitude-of-attenuation frequency characteristics as the overall w
of the serial arm resonator 85 and the 2nd juxtaposition arm resonator 86 which were shown in drawing 15 .

20 ,
a continuous line P shows the property which expanded and showed the property shown as the continuous

about the insertion loss of an axis of ordinate on the scale shown in the right-hand side of an axis of ordinate
Moreover, drawing 21 (a) and (b) show the impedance Smith chart by the side of a serial arm resonator, and
impedance Smith chart by the side of a juxtaposition arm resonator, respectively. The passband of drawing 1

hif[h

characteristic

In drawing
line O

the

(b) shows
that the magnitude of attenuation differs in near 980MHz with drawing 21 (a) to the impedance in a high-frequency
side, for example, near 980MHz, and impedance matching of (b).

[0074] Moreover, since the impedance of drawing 21 (b) serves as mismatching from the passband of drawing 7 (b)

that the

86

i3

more by 50-ohm system to the impedance in the frequency domain by the side of high frequency, it turns out
magnitude of attenuation becomes large.

[0075] Therefore, in connecting the above-mentioned serial arm resonator 85 and the 2nd juxtaposition arm
86 to the SAW resonator filter 83, it turns out by connecting in order of the 2nd juxtaposition arm resonator
serial arm resonator 85 that the magnitude of attenuation can be effectively expanded over a larger frequency
the frequency domain by the side of high frequency rather than a passband.

[0076] In addition, with the surface acoustic wave equipment 81 of the 3rd operation gestalt, except having c
the juxtaposition arm resonator 86 of the above 2nd, and connecting the 2nd juxtaposition arm resonator 86
front of the serial arm resonator 85, since it is the same as that of the surface acoustic wave equipment of the
operation gestalt, similarly the operation effectiveness in the surface acoustic wave equipment 41 of the 2nd
gestalt can also be acquired.

[0077] That is, the magnitude of attenuation in the frequency domain by the side of low frequency, especiall)
frequency domain by the side of the high frequency of an inhibition zone is secured to sufficient magnitude
passband like the case of the surface acoustic wave equipment of the 2nd operation gestalt, and it has sufficient

proof nature, and the phase of the power-proof nature in an input side edge child's inhibition zone, a reflection
coefficient, and an impedance is not spoiled.

[0078] in addition, the 1- mentioned above the 3rd operation gestalt - as a piezo-electric substrate — the
mentioned 36 degreeY cut X propagation LiTa03 although the substrate was used - other piezo-electric ___
for example, LiNbO, The substrate which may use the piezo-electric substrate which consists of Xtal etc., or
electrostrictive ceramics like the titanic-acid lead zirconate system ceramics may be used. Furthermore, the
wave substrate which comes to form a piezo-electric thin film on an insulating substrate or a piezo-electric
may be used, as the above-mentioned piezo-electric thin film - ZnO and Ta 205 etc. - from - what
mentioned.

[0079] Moreover, what is necessary is just to form IDT and a reflector using aluminum and aluminum alloy
commonly used in surface wave equipment, although it can form with a proper conductive ingredient.

resonator

and the

range in

onnected.

a list in

2nd

iteration

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.
2,**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to amelioration of the surface acoustic wave equipment especially
constituted using the many electrode type length joint duplex mode SAW resonator filter about the surface acoustic
wave equipment used as a band-pass filter.

[Translation done.]
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3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

PRIOR ART

[Description of the Prior Art] In various communication equipment, such as a mobile transmitter, surface acoustic wave
equipment is used abundantly as a band-pass filter. By the way, with the surface acoustic wave equipment used as a
band-pass filter in the receiving side of the antenna top of a cellular phone, it is low loss and it is called for that the
magnitude of attenuation outside a passband is large.

[0003] Then, the surface acoustic wave equipment with which expansion of the magnitude of attenuation in an
inhibition zone is achieved by the reduction list of VSWR in low-loss-izing and a passband (standine-wave ratio) is
indicated by JP.6-97525.A.

[0004] The electrode structure of surface acoustic wave equipment given in this advanced technology is shown in
drawing-1 The 3 electrode mold SAW resonator filter 1, the serial arm resonator 2, and the juxtaposition arm
resonator 3 consist of this surface acoustic wave equipment on the piezo-electric substrate.

[0005] The SAW resonator filter 1 has three INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA {following, IDT) 4-6 to a central
field. IDT 4-6 consists of comb mold electrodes 4a, 4b, 5a, 5b, 6a, and 6b of a pair, respectively. Reflectors 7 and 8 are
arranged at the surface wave propagation direction both sides of the field in which IDT 4-6 is formed. Moreover, it is
IDT 4 and 6, while it goes away, and common connection of the mold electrodes 4a and 6a is made, and they are
connected at the node 9. The serial arm resonator 2 is connected between this node 9 and an input terminal 10. The
serial arm resonator 2 has the structure which has arranged reflectors 12 and 13 on both sides of IDT11.
[0006] Moreover, it is an output side IDT5, while it goes away and mold electrode 5a is connected at the node 14. The
node 14 is connected to the output terminal 15. Moreover, the juxtaposition arm resonator 3 is connected between a
node 14 and ground potential. The juxtaposition arm resonator 3 has the reflectors 17 and 18 arranged at the both sides
of IDT16 and IDT16.

[0007] It goes away SAW resonator filter 1, and the mold electrodes 4b, 5b, and 6b are connected to ground potential,
respectively. Moreover, this serial arm resonator 2 is connected so that the resonance frequency of the above-mentioned
serial arm resonator 2 may be located in the passband of the SAW resonator filter 1, and parallel connection of this
juxtaposition arm resonator 3 is carried out so that the antiresonant frequency of the juxtaposition arm resonator 3 may
be located in the passband of the SAW resonator filter 1.

[0008] With the above-mentioned surface acoustic wave equipment, namely, the inside of three IDT(s) 4-6 of the 3
electrode type length joint duplex mode SAW resonator filter 1, By carrying out series connection of the serial arm
resonator 2 to outside IDT 4 and 6 so that resonance frequency may be located in the passband of the SAW resonator
filter 1 With the impedance-frequency characteristics of this serial arm resonator, reduction of VSWR by the side ofIDT4 of the outside of the SAW resonator filter 1 and 6 is achieved, and the magnitude of attenuation especially in the
decay area by the side of high frequency outside a passband is expanded. Moreover, expansion of the magnitude of
attenuation especially in the decay area by the side of low frequency is achieved by the reduction list of VSWR by the
side of IDT5 of the center of the SAW resonator filter 1 passband outside with the impedance-frequency characteristicsof this juxtaposuion arm resonator 3 by carrying out parallel connection of the above-mentioned juxtaposition arm
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5? above-menti<™d SAW resonator filter so that the antiresonanffrequency maybe located in the passband of the SAW resonator filter 1 .
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[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.
2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

EFFECT OF THE INVENTION

[The means for solving a technical problem and an effect of the invention] Accomplish this invention in order to attain
the above-mentioned technical problem, and according to the large aspect of affairs of this invention The surface wave
substrate which has a piezo-electric substrate or a piezo-electric thin film, It does not have the many electrode type
length joint duplex mode SAW resonator filter which has the reflector of the pair arranged at the surface wave
propagation direction both sides of the field in which five or more IDT(s) currently formed so that said piezo-electric
substrate top or said piezo-electric thin film may be touched, and said IDT are prepared, and a reflector. And it has the
juxtaposition arm resonator which consists of a 1 terminal-pair SAW resonator by which parallel connection was
carried out to said SAW resonator filter so that resonance frequency might be located in a low frequency side rather
than the passband of said SAW resonator filter. The surface acoustic wave equipment with which an input side edge
child is characterized by being the node of said SAW resonator filter and said juxtaposition arm resonator is offered.
[0015] Since parallel connection of the above-mentioned juxtaposition arm resonator is carried out to the many
electrode type length joint duplex mode SAW resonator filter by the above-mentioned relation according to this
invention, the power impressed from an input terminal will be distributed by a SAW resonator filter and the
juxtaposition arm resonator, and power-proof nature is effectively raised by it.

[0016] Moreover, since the above-mentioned juxtaposition arm resonator is prepared so that the resonance frequency
may be located in the field by the side of low frequency rather than the passband of a SAW resonator filter, the
magnitude of attenuation in the decay area by the side of the low frequency of a passband is raised. In addition, the
reflection coefficient in an inhibition zone is also raised so that clearly from explanation of the below-mentioned
operation gestalt.

[0017] Moreover, on the specific aspect of affairs of this invention, the above-mentioned many electrode type length
joint duplex mode SAW resonator filter has five or more IDT(s) [ odd ], and let IDT of this odd number individual by
turns be an input side IDT or an output side IDT along the surface wave propagation direction. In this case, let two IDT
(s) nearest to the reflector of the above-mentioned pair be input sides IDT. Moreover, a number containing two IDT(s)
nearest to the reflector of this pair of the electrode finger of an input side IDT of total is made [ more ] than total of the
number of the electrode fingers of an output side IDT, and the above-mentioned juxtaposition arm resonator is
connected to the input side IDT,

[0018] With the surface acoustic wave equipment offered according to this specific aspect of affairs In the operation
effectiveness of the surface acoustic wave equipment offered according to the large aspect of affairs of above-
mentioned this invention, in addition, since the number of input sides IDT increases more than the number of output
sides IDT, Namely, since the input side IDT and the output side IDT are arranged by turns along the surface wave
propagation direction so that two IDT(s) nearest to the reflector of a pair may serve as an input side IDT, The electrode
finger gross area of IDT of the side to which power is impressed becomes large, therefore the power-proof nature in an
input side edge child's inhibition zone can be raised further.

[0019] moreover - the still more specific aspect of affairs of this invention - as a piezo-electric substrate « 36 degreeY
cut X propagation LiTa03 a substrate uses - having - the ratio of the width of face w of the electrode finger of IDT
and the wavelength lambda of a surface wave - w/lambda is set to w/Iambda <=0.32, In this case 36 degreeY cut x'
propagation LiTa03 with a large and electromechanical coupling coefficient and the temperature characteristic good as
a piezo-electric substrate Since the substrate is used, the temperature characteristic can offer easily the surface acousticwave equipment which has sufficient bandwidth good. In addition, since the ratio of the width of face w of the
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electrode finger of IDT and the wavelength lambda of a surface wave is made or less into 0 32 as mentioned above In*e configuration which constituted five or more IDT(s) [ odd ] so that clearly fromJ^^^S^^ 9

mentioned operation gestalt A large number can come out relatively, the electrode finger ^ross area of a certain inn.n

[0020] In this invention, at least one serial arm resonator which consists of 1 terminal-pair SAW resonators so that

SS^lS^r? °f
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31
? °f 3 SAW reS°natOT filter 3 hi8h-^ency sidets connectanoutput side IDT in the configuration which has five or more IDT(s) [ odd ] preferably offered according to the specific
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resonator further the magnitude of attenuation in the decay area by the side of high frequency may be effectively
increased rather than a passband, without spoiling not only the reflection coefficient in power-proof nature and an
inhibition zone but a phase.

[0021] Moreover, the surface wave substrate which has a piezo-electric substrate or a piezo-electric thin film on

*Ti °/.
a
t
fa
j
rs of *is invention, The reflector arranged at the surface wave propagation direction both sides

of the field in which five or more INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA [ odd ] and this
INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA which are formed so that said piezo-electric substrate top or said piezo-electric
thin ftJm may be touched are prepared It does not have the many electrode type length joint duplex mode SAW
resonator filter which it has, and a reflector. And the 1st juxtaposition arm resonator which consists of a 1 terminal-pairSAW resonator by which parallel connection was carried out to the SAW resonator filter so that resonance frequency
might be located in the frequency domain by the side of low frequency rather than the passband of said SAW resonator
filter, It has at least one serial arm resonator which consists of 1 terminal-pair SAW resonators connected so that it
might connect with said output side INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA and the antiresonant frequency might
consist of a passband of said SAW resonator filter a high-frequency side. In said SAW resonator filter, a number
containing two INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA nearest to the reflector of a pair of the electrode finger of input-
side INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA of total It is made [ more ] than total of the number of the electrode fingers
of output side INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA. And said 1st juxtaposition arm resonator is connected to said
input-side INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA. And it sets to the manufacture approach of surface acoustic wave
equipment that the 2nd juxtaposition arm resonator is connected so that the resonance frequency may become said
output side INTADEJITARUTORANSUDEYUSA from the antiresonant frequency of said serial arm resonator a high-
frequency side. After connecting said 2nd juxtaposition arm resonator, the manufacture approach of the surface
acoustic wave equipment characterized by connecting said at least one serial arm resonator is offered. According to this
manufacture approach, m addition to the operation effectiveness of the surface acoustic wave equipment of this
invention mentioned above, the magnitude of attenuation is further expandable to a high-frequency side over a larger
frequency range from a passband. B

[0022]

[Embodiment of the Invention] This invention is clarified by explaining the operation gestalt [ un-limit ] of this
invention hereafter.

™33 ^e
i
St

?
p
?
ration Sestalt drawing^ is the schematic-drawing-top view of the surface acoustic wave equipmentconcerning the 1st operation gestalt of this invention.

equipment

w^!00^0 wav
t
equiP.ment 21 is constituted usinS *e Piezo-electric substrate 22. The piezo-electric

substrate 22 is the 36 degreeY cut X propagation LiTaOS. It consists of a substrate. The many electrode type lengthjoint duplex mode SAW resonator filter 23 and the juxtaposition arm resonator 24 are constituted by forming mebelow-mentioned various electrodes on the piezo-electric substrate 22.
[0025]

|

That is, fiye IDT(s) 25-29 are arranged along the surface wave propagation direction in the SAW resonator filter
2
,h'
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1

r 29
,i
S inpUt Side IDT am0*S IDT(S

>
25"29

'
and ID" 2

"
a"d 28b an output side IDT. Each IDT 25-29 has the comb mold electrodes 25a, 25b-29a of a pair, and 29b, respectivelyReflectors 30 and 31 are formed in the surface wave propagation direction outside of thefield in whichTOl 25 29 is

K££^ih3°-an
?

1 COnStitUt6d by *" gming refleCt0r Which haS^ or mor fiSL[0026] Moreover the juxtaposition arm resonator 24 is constituted by the 1 terminal-pair SAW resonator and has theconfiguration which comes to connect five IDT(s) 32a-32d with a serial. Each IDT(s) 32a-32d are Zs^uted by thecomb mold electrode of the pair which has two or more electrode fingers put mutually inbJ^^Sely*
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Moreover, all the logarithms of IDT(s) [ 32a-32d ] opening length and an electrode finger are made the same

ofVsw^Z^JtT*?! [
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freqUe^J
Side

'
and ^i^P^ion arm resonator JconsS of a passband

m?£ ? ? * ^"ftwiwncy side rat°<* *an an inhibition zone especially - as - an input sideIDT25 ~ it goes away 29 and connects with the mold electrodes 25a and 29a electrically. That is white A?laTombmold etectrode 25a, 27a, and 29a of the input side 25, 27, and IDT 29 of the SAWre^Zta^^S^S^^
^1 ,

C
fT

Cted 33
'
to juxtaposition arm resonator 24 is connected xZnrieMTteterminal of the opposite side of the juxtaposition arm resonator 24 is connected to ground potential. Moreover the 2nd

zzsz&zsgsz: ** Z9b of to toput side* 27
-- idt 29 * saw—

[0028] Moreover, common connection of the 1st comb mold electrode 26a and 28a of an output side 26 and IDT 28 ismade, and it is connected to the output terminal 35. The 2nd comb mold electrode 26b and 28b of IDT 26 and 28 is
connected to ground potential, respectively.

[0029] The magnitude-of-attenuation frequency characteristics of the above-mentioned SAW resonator filter 23 areshown in drawing^
. In addition, in drawing 4 , the property shown as a continuous line B is a property which

expanded the insertion loss of an axis of ordinate to the scale on the right-hand side of an axis of ordinate, and showed
the important section of the property shown as a continuous line A.
[0030] Moreover, the impedance Smith chart of the above-mentioned SAW resonator filter 23 is shown in drawing 5
(a) and (b). In addition, drawing 5 (a) is the property as which drawing 5 (b) regarded the property seen from the
terminal by the side of IDT 25 and 27 and 29 from the terminal by the side of IDT26 and 28. In addition, the passband
of the above-mentioned SAW resonator filter 23 is 935-960MHz, and the inhibition zone by the side of low frequency
is 890-915MHz. n '

[0031] Although the juxtaposition arm resonator 24 is connected to the above-mentioned SAW resonator filter 23 as
mentioned above with the surface acoustic wave equipment 21 of this operation gestalt as mentioned above, the
magnitude-of-attenuation frequency characteristics of passband inside and outside as the whole are shown in drawing
6 . In addition, in drawing 6 , a continuous line D is the property which expanded the insertion loss of an axis of
ordinate on the scale on the right-hand side of an axis of ordinate, and showed the important section of the property
shown as the continuous line C.

[0032] In the property shown in drawing 6 so that clearly, if drawing 4 was compared with drawing 6 , it turns out that
the magnitude of attenuation is large near the passband in the field by the side of low frequency rather than the
passband. That is, according to this operation gestalt, by connecting the above-mentioned juxtaposition arm resonator
24 to the SAW resonator filter 23 as mentioned above shows that the magnitude of attenuation is especially raised for
the magnitude of attenuation in the low frequency side field outside a passband effectively in the high-frequency side
field in the above-mentioned inhibition zone.

J0033]
Moreover, drawing^

,

(a) and (b) show the impedance Smith chart of the surface acoustic wave equipment 21 of
fliis operation gestalt and (a) shows the property as which (b) regarded the property seen from the input terminal from

II ??u J?
Property shown in drawings (a) is compared with the property shown in drawing 7 (a), it
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in 1 in the direction of the Property shown in drawing 7 (a) / an inhibition zone,
i.e., tne passband of the other party, ] is large.
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L°
UStiC WaVe^uiPment 21 of operation gestalt, not only IDT 25, 27, and 29but IDT(s) 32a-32d which constUute the juxtaposition arm resonator 24 are connected to the input terminal 33

T\ Tf °Ut ^ eleCtr°de finger gr0SS area °f IDT connected to *» edgech™Comes large
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^ gf0SS

°
f IDT 5^ 16 iD thC conventiona

» surf** acoustic wave equipment shown in

*

SAwle?onatorfi^Zl^L^'f^^^foned juxtaposition arm resonator 24 is connected to the

, k T ^ J , I
y £ abo^-rantioned relation, in the decay area outside a passband, especially the decay
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'
** magnitude 0f i- expandable. In addition, since the reflecuon
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6^ Whe0
" USCS " 3 ** example in Se antenna

rnnSi
P

• ' u °.SS the Passband of a transmitting side can be controlled effectively
[0036] Moreover, since the above-mentioned juxtaposition arm resonator 24 was connected, as it mentioned above

15*~ * *" SAW~ filterS^r^n
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[0037] By the way, mechanical stress occurs in the electrode of IDT and the destrurtinn *t th* rim* „f *,.™t •
i

tfie further conditions which can raise power-proof nature are explained
rererence to drawing 3

,

drawiL
F
?

rrS;^VCOnrti

;
nal 3 type Iength j0int duPlex mode SAW res°ni*<* fater shown indiiwjngl

,

in order to artam broadband-ization, when the number of the electrode finger of IDT is reduced in order toet the .mpedance of I/O to 50 ohms, decussation width of face t of IDT needed to be enlarged, oS of face w ofthe electrode finger of IDT needed to be enlarged. Therefore, in order to reduce the resistance loss IDT
conventionally the above-mentioned decussation width of face t was made small, and width of face w of an electrode
finger was made thick to 0.35 or more times of wavelength lambda
[0040] on the other hand - since five IDT(s) of IDT 25-29 are prepared with the surface acoustic wave equipment 21of this operation gestalt even if it is the case where it considers as the same decussation width of face as the case where
t is a 3 electrode mold SAW resonator filter - every - width of face of the electrode finger in IDT 25-29 can be made
thinner than the width of face of the electrode finger in IDT of a 3 electrode mold SAW resonator filter, and an I/O
impedance can be considered as 50-ohm pure resistance.

[0041] The invention-in-this-apptication person changed the number of IDT(s), and investigated the relation of the
width of face w of an electrode finger and the decussation width of face t from which an I/O impedance serves as 50-
ohm pure resistance. Consequently, the result shown in drawing 8 was obtained. In addition, in the relation shown in
driwit}g_8

,
on the basis of the case where the fractional band width in t/lambda =0.25 is as fixed as 4%, fractional band

width is asked for the above-mentioned relation as it is fixed.

[0042] In addition, continuous-line E-H of drawing 8 is [ - The relation in the case of 9 electrode molds is shown ] a
continuous hne E, respectively. ~ They are 3 electrode molds and a continuous line F. - They are 5 electrode molds
and a continuous line G. - They are 7 electrode molds and a continuous line H. clear from drawing 8 - as - the
decussation width of face t - case it is the same - (i.e., a ratio) case t/lambda is equal - 3 electrode molds - setting - a
ratio - a more considerable configuration than w/lambda =0.35 - 5 electrode molds - a ratio - it turns out that it can
realize less than [ w/lambda =0.15 ]. That is, in order to attain broadband-ization, when the number of the electrode
finger in IDT is reduced, in order to make the impedance during I/O into a predetermined value, with this operation
gestalt, it turns out that there is no need of making width of face of an electrode finger thick
[0043] On the other hand, it turns out that the lifetime which results in a short circuit by inter-electrode migration
becomes so long that spacing of the signal line and earth wire in IDT is large. Therefore, with this operation gestaltwhen the wavelength lambda of IDT becomes short by RF-ization, since width of face w of an electrode finger can be

1

SS mSntlonedabove
'
u i11™8 out power-proof nature can be raised effectively

Lm widlh of^w
d
J
bre

;
°Perati°n geSt3lt

L
h n0t °nly Can faise P^er-proof nature by the ability makingthin width of face w of an electrode finger as mentioned above, but Since the input side IDT is made [ many ]compared with three DT(s) 25, 27, and 29 and IDT 26 and 28 of an output side and IDT(s) 32a-32d ofThe above-mentioned juxtaposition arm resonator 24 are formed further, Since the gross area of the electrode of near IDT withwhich power is impressed can be made larger than the gross area of ihe electrode of an output side IDT it can Xo raise

fSSV! y the P°wer-Proof^re in an input side edge child's inhibition zone.
10045J Although the surface acoustic wave equipment 21 of the operation gestalt of the modification 1st of the 1stoperation gestalt was constituted as mentioned above, preferably, me ratio of the width^T^^S^L«rand the waveUngth lambda of a surface wave in IDT 25-29 of the SAW resonator filter 23 of the aoo^e Sonedsurface acoustic wave equipment is set to w/lambda <=0.32, and power-proof nature is furtherRaised by h Sat fs if2 ^ dec

*;f
width of face of IDT in a SAW resonator filter is made small, sinceZ eZwde^c!product becomes small, power-proof nature will deteriorate. Then, it investigated how total of^lSSefiSwfSea

1 ? h f
influe"«* Power-proof nature would change with the number of the width of face w andUDT tfEelectrode finger ,n me electrode configuration which has various numbers of IDT(s). the caseXre roT(sLf divine9 - oVawjngJI are five pieces, seven pieces, and nine pieces, respectively - the ratio of the deTusTatioVwid*

side 25, 27, and IDT 29 on t/lambda, and a ratio - ,t ,s drawing showing relation with w/lambda. The product of the
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surtace product of IDT here, and the total numbers of the electrode finger of the input side IDT in case IDTto are five

K?,\Ten pieCeS> 3nd nine pieces 316 1,5 =91 ' n7 =136> «* "9 =195, respectively < '
'

*

KrfftS^^Wf^S?" aC°UStiCT66^Sf"
USiBg conv^onal IDT(s), as mentioned above,

drawlJ 1 1 fl^Lll
mgCr 7" m3de?° 0,35 °r m°re timeS 0f length lambda. Then, in drawing -

SSSii '1 ^P^180".
;

was attached and the value of txn/Iambda in the conventional 3 electrode moldsurface acoustic wave equipment in w/lambda =0.35 was shown collectively
[0047] With the configuration using five or more IDT(s), txn/lambda whose width of face w of an electrode is an

wmTM 1

i°T aS^ nUmb
u
°f IDT(S) inCre8SeS in a fixed case is lar^ the amount of the case where

five IDT(s) are used is the smallest so that clearly from drawing 9 - drawing 11

^L'ST/r,' ^rT* T
he
?I

iVe
,°
rT IDT(S) 3re US6d aS shown in dra^"g? - drawing 11 - a ratio - it turns

out that 0.32 or less
[
then ] and the electrode gross area of an input side IDT can be enlarged for w/lambda, and power-

proof nature can be raised further.
*

[0049] The 2nd operation gestalt drawing 12 is a schematic-drawing-top view for explaining the surface acoustic wave
equipment concerning the 2nd operation gestalt of this invention. For surface acoustic wave equipment 41 it is
constituted using the piezo-electric substrate 42, and the piezo-electric substrate 42 is the 36 degreeY cut X propagation

It consists of a substrate. The many electrode type length joint SAW resonator filter 43, the juxtaposition arm
resonator 44, and the serial arm resonator 60 are constituted by forming the below-mentioned various electrodes on the
piezo-electric substrate 42.

[0050] The SAW resonator filter 43 and the juxtaposition arm resonator 44 are constituted like the SAW resonator filter
23 and the juxtaposition arm resonator 24 concerning the 1st operation gestalt. Therefore, about the same part the
detailed explanation is omitted by ****** which attaches the same reference number.
[0051] The place where this operation gestalt differs from the 1st operation gestalt is to connect the serial arm resonator
60 to the output side of the SAW resonator filter 43. That is, the serial arm resonator 60 has the reflectors 62 and 63
which consist of a grating reflector arranged on the surface-wave propagation direction outside of IDT61 and IDT61
arranged in the center. IDT61 has the comb mold electrodes 61a and 61b of the pair which has two or more electrode
fingers put mutually in between. It is the output side 26 and IDT 28 of the SAW resonator filter 43, while it goes away,
and common connection of the mold electrodes 26a and 28a is made, they go away serial arm resonator 60 and are
connected to mold electrode 61a.

[0052]
|

Therefore, with the surface acoustic wave equipment 41 concerning the 2nd operation gestalt, the input side 25
27, and IDT 29 of the SAW resonator filter 43 is connected with the juxtaposition arm resonator 44 at the node 34
connected to the input terminal 33. On the other hand, the output side 26 and IDT 28 is connected to the output

through the serial arm resonator 60. In addition, the passband of the SAW resonator filter 43 is 935-960MHz like the case of the 1st operation gestalt, and an inhibition zone is 890-915MHz
[0053] The juxtaposition arm resonator 44 is connected to IDT 25, 27, and 29 so that the resonance frequency may
serve as a field by the side of low frequency from the above-mentioned inhibition zone rather than the field and
passband by the side of high frequency. Moreover, the serial arm resonator 60 is connected to IDT 26 and 28 so that the

SAW*reso^ *^ ***** by th€ Sid€ °f Wgh frec*uency rather **»^ passband of the

[0054] The magnitude-of-attenuation frequency characteristics of passband inside and outside as the whole surface

TZZ n^
eqmPmentVIT °Perati0n g6Stalt are Sh0wn in 13

"
In additi°*. the continuous Ik^ offtewngl?

1
is a property which the insertion loss of an axis of ordinate is expanded on the scale on the right-hand side

mrS
1

,?
X
r£h

0rehnate
',
and

,
Sh°WS *e imp°ttant section of Pr°Perty show" as continuous line I.

*

12?S 1
magn,tude-°/-attenuation frequency characteristics shown in drawing 13 are compared with drawing 6

It I*

±Q ma
f^e-of-attenuation frequency characteristics of the surface acoustic wave equipment oFSTsToperation gestalt with the surface acoustic wave equipment 41 of this operation gestalt, it turns out that me magn tude

[0056] That ,s, with surface acoustic wave equipment 41, first, since the juxtaposition arm resonator 44 is connected to
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Seaufncvof» SSiEl
S°^ 11,6

"^"T^
freqU6nCy may Serve 15 a freW domain by the side of thenigh frequency of an inhibition zone, the magnitude of attenuation in the frequency domain by the side of the lowsszg^sxszset do,nain by^^^jz*^.

of the above-ment,oned juxtaposition arm resonator 44. In addition, since five IDT(s) 25-29 are forrned and uSutside IDT is constituted from the SAW resonator filter 43 by three IDT(s) 25, 27, and 29. By cheering 5?
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UT,Pressed to inP«t side IDT with many numbers of an electrode finger The gross

Tech h\ h
r

HV
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W iS impreSSed is exP^, and the power-proof nature ifa^nput™ledge child's inhibition zone is raised by it.

[0058] In addition, expansion of the magnitude of attenuation in the decay area by the side of high frequency is also
achieved rather than a passband, without spoiling an input side edge child's power-proof nature and reflection
coefficient in an inhibition zone which were mentioned above, since the above-mentioned serial arm resonator is
connected so that the antiresonant frequency may be located in the decay area by the side of high frequency rather than
the passband of the SAW resonator filter 43.

[0059] In addition, with this operation gestalt, although one serial arm resonator 60 was used, when you may connect
between the output terminal 35 and the SAW resonator filter 43 and two or more serial arm resonators connect more
serial arm resonators, the magnitude of attenuation in the frequency domain by the side of high frequency can be
further expanded rather than a passband.

[0060] Moreover, in using surface acoustic wave equipment 41 as an antenna common machine of a cellular phone
with which a part of decay area by the side of low frequency turns into an inhibition zone (namely, passband of the
other party) from a passband, in order to raise the impedance of an inhibition zone, it is necessary to rotate the phase of
the impedance in an input terminal. Since a phase will turn conversely to the hand of cut of a phase when a serial arm
resonator is connected to an input terminal, the long phase machine of track length is needed. However, if the track
length of a phase machine is lengthened, the loss in a phase machine will become large, and the size of a phase machine
will also become large. On the other hand, with this operation gestalt, expansion of the magnitude of attenuation in the
decay area by the side of high frequency can be aimed at rather than a passband as mentioned above, without having
effect of the phase on the impedance in an input terminal 33, since the serial arm resonator 60 is connected to the
output side.

[0061] The 3rd operation gestalt drawing.15 is a schematic-drawing-top view for explaining the surface acoustic wave
equtpment concerning the 3rd operation gestalt of this invention. For surface acoustic wave equipment 81 it is
constituted using the piezo-electric substrate 82, and the piezo-electric substrate 82 is the 36 degreeY cutX propagationLiTa03. It consists of a substrate.
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! u"fj°int dupleX m°de SAW resonator ™ter 83, the juxtaposition arm resonator 84, theserial arm resonator 85, and the 2nd juxtaposition arm resonator 86 are constituted by forming the various below-menhoned electrodes on the piezo-electric substrate 82. But the SAW resonator filter 83 and fhe juxtaposition armresonator 84 are constituted like the SAW resonator filter 23 of the surface acoustic wave equijJSzTSS
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operation gestalt, and the juxtaposition arm resonator 24. Moreover, the serial arm resonator 85 is constituted like theserial arm resonator 60 used with the surface acoustic wave equipment of the 2nd operation gestalt^ TheSoVe a^out
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10063J The point that the surface acoustic wave equipment 81 of this operation gestalt differs from me surface acoustic
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and **** 2nd juxtaposition arm resonator 86 is connected between the node 87 between thisnode 88 and the serial arm resonator 85, and ground potential
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hSI VI a TTfaCC 3COUStIC Wave e<1uiPment 81. the juxtaposition arm resonator 84 is connected betweenthe nodes 34 and ground potentials which are connected to an input terminal 33, and the SAW reso^ZrtsZ
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816 CCBMC,Bd between node 34 and me output terminal 35, and it has the configuration
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56 °f thC lst 0perati0ri *estalt '

connection of the

h?JSS2
freq"ency of the J^toposiuon arm resonator 84 is carried out to the SAW resonator filter 83 so that it maybe located ,n a ow frequency side rather than the passband of the SAW resonator filter 83, and resonance frequency

^uency
PeC y " side of inhibiti™ *°*e 1» in the decay area by the sfde of low

y

[0067] Moreover, like the case of the surface acoustic wave equipment 41 of the 2nd operation gestalt, the serial armresonator 85 is connected so that the antiresonant frequency may be located in the decay area bythe s de ofS
frequency rather than the passband of the SAW resonator filter 83.

^
[0068] On the other hand, after constituting the 2nd juxtaposition arm resonator 86 so that the resonance frequency may
consist of antiresonant frequency of the serial arm resonator 85 a high-frequency side, and connecting the 2nd
juxtaposition arm resonator 86, the serial arm resonator 85 is connected.
[0069] In addition, like the SAW resonator filters 23 and 43 which used the above-mentioned SAW resonator filter 83
with the lst and 2nd operation gestalt, a passband is 935-960MHz and an inhibition zone is 890-915MHz
[0070J The magnitude-of-attenuation frequency characteristics of the surface acoustic wave equipment 81 concerning
the 3rd operation gestalt are shown in drawing 16 . The continuous line L in drawing 16 is a property which the
insertion loss of an axis of ordinate is expanded on the scale on the right-hand side of an axis of ordinate, and shows the
important section of the property shown as the continuous line K. Moreover, drawing 17 (a) and (b) show the
impedance Smith chart of the terminal of the side containing IDT 25 and 29 of two outsides, and the terminal of the
opposite side, respectively.

[0071] If drawing,i6 is compared with drawing 13 which is the magnitude-of-attenuation frequency characteristics of
the 2nd operation gestalt, with the surface acoustic wave equipment 81 of this operation gestalt, the damping property
in the frequency domain by the side of high frequency will be further improved rather than a passband so that clearly.
That is, it turns out that the big magnitude of attenuation is secured from a passband over a larger frequency range in
the frequency domain by die side of high frequency. This is explained to a detail with reference to drawing 18 -

drawing 21 .

—
[0072] When drawing 18 constitutes the surface acoustic wave equipment 81 shown in drawing 15 , the frequency
characteristics at the time of connecting the serial arm resonator 85 first and connecting the 2nd juxtaposition arm
resonator 86 after an appropriate time are shown, and drawin g 19 (a) and (b) show the impedance Smith chart in that
case. In addition, in drawing 18 , a continuous line N is a property which the insertion loss of an axis of ordinate isexpanded on the scale on the right-hand side of an axis of ordinate, and shows the important section of the propertyshown as the continuous line M. Moreover, drawing^ (a) and (b) show the impedance Smith chart of the terminal of
the side containing IDT 25 and 29 of two outsides, and the terminal of the opposite side, respectively. If drawing 18 iscompared with drawing 16

,
it turns out that the magnitude of attenuation in the decay area by the side ofhigh

~
frequency is small rather than the passband so that clearly.

[0073] Moreover, drawing 20 shows the magnitude-of-attenuation frequency characteristics as the overall characteristic
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°{ °rd,nate on the scale shown m «** right-hand side of an axis of ordinateMoreover, taip*21 (a) and (b) show the impedance Smith chart by the side of a serial arm resonator^nd theimpedance Smith chart by the side of a juxtaposition arm resonator, respectively. The plcTdSSSft) showsthat the magnitude of attenuation differs in near 980MHz wlih drawing 21 (a) to the impedance m aWsSauencvside, for example, near 980MHz, and impedance matching of (b)
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£™TenCy d0main by the side of high frequency rather than a passband
10076J In addition, with the surface acoustic wave equipment 81 of the 3rd operation gestalt exceot having conn^n
StTrs 31711 resonr «<

of above 2nd- and connectin
^ wUffii?sMs?ss2front of the serial arm resonator 85, since it is the same as that of the surface acoustic wave equipment of the 2nd;SS^ °Perati0n * *» «*"—*™ equipment 4? of thel^peration

[0077] That is, the magnitude of attenuation in the frequency domain by the side of low frequency, especially the

S °^ ^ ffeqUenCy °f a" inhibiti°n Z°ne " aemd t0 Suf«cient ^itude f

y
rom apassband hke the case of the surface acoustic wave equipment of the 2nd operation gestalt, and it has sufficient power-proof nature, and the phase of the power-proof nature in an input side edge child's inhibition zone, a reflection

coefficient, and an impedance is not spoiled.

[0078] in addition, the 1- mentioned above - the 3rd operation gestalt - as a piezo-electric substrate -- the above-
mentioned 36 degreeY cut X propagation LiTa03 although the substrate was used - other piezo-electric substrates 3,tor example, LiNbO, The substrate which may use the piezo-electric substrate which consists of Xtal etc., or consists of
electrostnctive ceramics like the titanic-acid lead zirconate system ceramics may be used. Furthermore, the surface
wave substrate which comes to form a piezo-electric thin film on an insulating substrate or a piezo-electric substratemay be used, as the above-mentioned piezo-electric thin film - ZnO and Ta 205 etc. - from - what becoming can be
mentioned. 5

[0079] Moreover, what is necessary is just to form IDT and a reflector using aluminum and aluminum alloy which are
commonly used in surface wave equipment, although it can form with a proper conductive ingredient.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation*

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely
2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] With the surface acoustic wave equipment mentioned above, expansion of
the magnitude of attenuation in the decay area outside a passband is achieved by the reduction list of loss by connecting
the serial arm resonator 2 and the juxtaposition arm resonator 3 to the 3 electrode type length joint duplex mode SAW
resonator filter 1 as mentioned above.

[0010] On the other hand, at the antenna top of a cellular phone etc., the big power from a transmitting side is
impressed to the inhibition zone (passband of a transmitting side) of the receiving-side (Rx side) filter. When large
power was not able to be borne from a transmitting side when the above-mentioned surface acoustic wave equipment is
used, for example, the power which is 2W was impressed as such a receiving-side filter, there was a problem of
destroying in an instant.

[001 1] Moreover, in using the above-mentioned surface acoustic wave equipment as a receiving-side filter of the
antenna top for cellular phones, it has connected with the transmitting-side filter which sets up so that the impedance of
an inhibition zone may be opened using a stripline etc., for example, consists of a filter using a dielectric resonator, or
an SAW filter. However, although it was desired for the reflection coefficient of the receiving-side filter in the
passband of a transmitting side to be large in order to have controlled loss of a transmitting side in this case, with the
above-mentioned surface acoustic wave equipment, the reflection coefficient in the passband of a transmitting side
could not fully be raised.

[0012] In addition, the magnitude of attenuation in the decay area by the side of high frequency is not more enough
than a passband as a general description of a SAW resonator filter, therefore expansion of the magnitude of attenuation
in the decay area by the side of high frequency is called for strongly.

[0013] This invention cancels the fault of the conventional surface acoustic wave equipment mentioned above, is low
loss, and it not only can expand the magnitude of attenuation in the decay area by the side of low frequency rather than
a passband, but is excellent in power-proof nature, and it aims at offering the surface acoustic wave equipment to which
the magnitude of attenuation of the decay area by the side of high frequency is further expanded rather than the
passband.

[Translation done.]
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DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]
[Drawing^]. The top view for explaining the electrode structure of an example of conventional surface acoustic wave
equipment.

jDrawingJl The schematic~drawing-top view of the surface acoustic wave equipment concerning the 1st operation
gestalt of this invention.

[Drawing 31 The expansion top view of IDT for explaining the electrode finger decussation width of face t, the width of
face w of an electrode finger, and the wavelength lambda of a surface wave.
Drawing 4] Drawing showing the magnitude-of-attenuation frequency characteristics of only the SAW resonator filter
used with the 1st operation gestalt.

[DrawngJJ (a) And for the impedance Smith chart of a near terminal and the above-mentioned terminal including the
input side IDT of two outsides, (b) is drawing showing the impedance Smith chart of the terminal of the opposite side,
respectively.

(D?^dQg_6l Drawing showing the magnitude-of-attenuation frequency characteristics as the overall characteristic of
the surface acoustic wave equipment concerning the 1st operation gestalt.

[Drawing 7] (a) And for the impedance Smith chart of a near terminal and the above-mentioned terminal including the
input side IDT of two outsides, (b) is drawing showing the impedance Smith chart of the terminal of the opposite side
as the overall characteristic of the surface acoustic wave equipment of the 1st operation gestalt, respectively.
[Drawing^ a ratio in case the I/O impedance of the surface acoustic wave equipment shown in drawing 2 serves as 50-
ohm pure resistance .« t/lambda and a ratio « drawing showing relation with w/lambda.
{Drawing 9] a ratio in case the I/O impedance of the surface acoustic wave equipment of the 1st operation gestalt serves
as 50-ohm pure resistance -- wAambda and a ratio - drawing showing relation with the value which multiplied
t/lambda by the number n of the electrode finger of IDT.
[Drawing 101 a ratio in case the I/O impedance of the surface acoustic wave equipment of the 1st operation gestalt
serves as 50-ohm pure resistance - w/lambda and a ratio - drawing showing relation with the value which multiplied
t/lambda by the number n of the electrode finger of IDT.
[Drawinglll a ratio in case the I/O impedance of the surface acoustic wave equipment of the 1st operation gestalt
serves as 50-ohm pure resistance - w/lambda and a ratio - drawing showing relation with the value which multiplied
t/lambda by the number n of the electrode finger of IDT.

SSrStS ê

^^'dtecwin^toP view of the surface rustic wave equipment concerning the 2nd operation

JSSS^I £T!?g Sh™ing ±e ™8nit"de-of.attenuation frequency characteristics of the surface acoustic waveequipment of the 2nd operation gestalt.
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SS"SftS^^T^'^^^ view of the surface acoustic wave equipment concerning the 3rd operation

mo^ingJ6l Drawing showing the magnitude-of^attenuation frequency characteristics of the surface acoustic waveequipment concerning the 3rd operation gestalt
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[Drawing 17] (a) And for (b), (b) is drawing in which the above-mentioned terminal shows the impedance Smith chart
of the terminal of the opposite side for the impedance Smith chart of the terminal of an input side with which (a)

contains IDT of two outsides by showing the impedance Smith chart in the surface acoustic wave resonator of the 3rd
operation gestalt.

[Drawing 18} Drawing showing the magnitude-of-attenuation frequency characteristics as the overall characteristic at

the time of connecting a juxtaposition arm resonator in the surface acoustic wave equipment of the 3rd operation gestalt

after connecting a serial arm resonator.

[Drawing 19] (a) And for (b), (b) is drawing in which the above-mentioned terminal shows the impedance Smith chart
of the terminal of the opposite side for the impedance Smith chart of the near terminal with which (a) contains IDT of
two outsides by showing the impedance Smith chart as the overall characteristic at the time of connecting a serial arm
resonator after connecting a juxtaposition arm resonator in the surface acoustic wave equipment of the 3rd operation
gestalt, respectively.

[Drawing 201 Drawing showing the magnitude-of-attenuation frequency characteristics as the overall characteristic of
the juxtaposition arm resonator used with the 3rd operation gestalt, and a serial arm resonator.

[Drawing 211 (a) And (b) is drawing showing the impedance Smith chart as which (b) regarded the impedance Smith
chart which looked at (a) from the serial arm resonator side edge child from the juxtaposition arm resonator side edge
child by showing the impedance Smith chart in the overall characteristic of the 2nd juxtaposition arm resonator used
with the 3rd operation gestalt, and a serial arm resonator, respectively.

[Description of Notations]

21 — Surface acoustic wave equipment
22 — Piezo-electric substrate

23 Many electrode type length joint duplex mode SAW resonator filter

24 -- Juxtaposition arm resonator

25, 27, 29 Input side IDT
26 28 » Output side IDT
30 31 -- Reflector

32a-32d - IDT
33 — Input terminal

34 - Node
35 -- Output terminal

41 ~ Surface acoustic wave equipment
42 - Piezo-electric substrate

43 - Many electrode type length joint duplex mode SAW resonator filter

44 — Juxtaposition arm resonator

60 — Serial arm resonator

61 -- IDT
62 63 - Reflector

81 — Surface acoustic wave equipment
82 — Piezo-electric substrate

83 -- Many electrode type length joint duplex mode SAW resonator filter

84 — Juxtaposition arm resonator

85 — Serial arm resonator

86 — 2nd juxtaposition arm resonator

[Translation done.]
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